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Abstract
Integral Non-Local (INL) formulations are often used to regularize Continuum Damage computations, in
the presence of stress softening for instance. The introduction of a characteristic/internal length allows for
avoiding pathological mesh dependency. Some questions concerning the identification of the characteristic
length, its possible evolution during damage process and the need for special treatments of non-locality
operators near boundaries (e.g. edges, cracks) are however still open. A physical request is that material
points separated by a crack (or an highly damaged zone) should not interact. Despite what is done in
standard Integral Non-Local theories, this can be obtained by allowing non-local interactions to evolve
depending on mechanical fields (e.g. damage, strain, stress). The Eikonal Non-Local (ENL) formulation
provides a novel interpretation of damage dependent non-local interactions. Based on the Wentzel-Kramers-
Brillouin (WKB) approximation for high-frequency wave propagation in a damaged medium, this formulation
defines the interaction distances as the solution of a stationary damage dependent Eikonal equation. It
allows for the modeling of non-local interactions which gradually vanish in damaged zones, thus ensuring a
progressive transition from diffuse damage to fracture in a natural way. The numerical implementation and
properties of this regularization technique are investigated and discussed. From a numerical viewpoint, a
Fast Marching method is used to compute non-local interaction distances between Gauss integration points.
Geodesic distances are then used to define the kernel of weighting function to be used in integral non-local
averaging. Several numerical results of quasi-statics simulations of quasi-brittle fracture in isotropic media
are presented.

Keywords: Eikonal Non-Local damage, Regularization, Evolving non-local interactions, Strain
Localization, Fast Marching method
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1. Introduction

Continuum damage models are widely used to simulate fracture of quasi-brittle materials (e.g. concrete)
in reason of their relative simplicity and their ability to handle multi-axial states of stresses. However, from
a mathematical viewpoint, it is well known that when the material softens the mechanical problem becomes
ill-posed with an infinite number of solutions. From a numerical viewpoint, this gives rise to a pathological
sensitivity on the mesh adopted for the spatial discretization of the computed structure.

Different methods exist in the literature in order to regularize the damage evolution. One should cite,
among others, integral non-local models (Pijaudier and Bazant, 1987, Pijaudier-Cabot and Benallal, 1993,
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Bažant and Jirásek, 2002, Bažant and Jirásek, 2002), gradient-enhanced models (Frémond and Nedjar, 1996,
Peerlings et al., 2001), phase-field models (Miehe et al., 2010) and thick level-set (TLS) methods (Moës et al.,
2011, 2014, van der Meer and Sluys, 2015). Integral non-local (INL) formulations (Pijaudier and Bazant,
1987), in particular, are often used due to their strong theoretical background and numerical robustness.
Some questions concerning the effect and the formulation of boundary conditions (free edges, notches and
preexisting flaws) remain however still open. A main drawback of the standard INL theory consists in
nonphysical interactions, through the non-local averaging process, of material points across damaged bands,
cracks and holes. Different formulations have been proposed in the literature in order to reduce such
kind of secondary/parasite effects. In particular, a local damage evolution along free edges – i.e. with a
vanishing characteristic/internal length – was proposed in (Pijaudier-Cabot et al., 2007, Krayani et al., 2009,
Pijaudier-Cabot and Dufour, 2010, Bazant et al., 2010). non-local interactions evolving with mechanical
fields (e.g., stress, strain, damage) were introduced by different authors (Geers et al., 1998, Pijaudier-Cabot
et al., 2004, Simone et al., 2003, Nguyen, 2011, Giry et al., 2011, Saroukhani et al., 2013) in order to model
a progressive transition from diffuse damage to strain localization, thus bridging Damage Mechanics and
Fracture Mechanics as the non-local interactions vanish.

The recent Eikonal Non-Local (ENL) formulation (Desmorat et al., 2015) provides a novel interpretation
of damage dependent evolving non-local interactions, both in isotropic and anisotropic contexts. From
a differential geometry viewpoint, this approach leads to consider that damage induces a curvature of
the Riemannian space in which interaction distances are computed. From a mathematical point of view,
interaction distances between material points are computed as solution of an isotropic time-independent
Eikonal equation (a stationary case of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation) with a damage dependent metric
function. Geodesic interaction distances computed in the curved space are thus used to computed non-local
variables driving the damage evolution, thus preserving the general theoretical framework of INL theories.

Theoretical and uniaxial properties of the ENL framework have been studied in the cited work. Nu-
merical implementation and properties of such a regularization technique are addressed in present work.
A numerical formulation for modeling damage dependent non-local interactions within mechanical compu-
tations is obtained by coupling a Fast Marching (Sethian, 1996) algorithm – for the computation of the
interaction distances – and a standard Finite Element (FE) procedure – for solving the quasi-static equilib-
rium equations. Attention is focused on isotropic damage models only. The formulation proposed is however
general, and can be adapted to more complex constitutive laws such as second order anisotropic damage
models (Cordebois and Sidoroff, 1982, Murakami and Ohno, 1978, Fichant et al., 1999, Halm and Dragon,
1998, Lemaitre and Desmorat, 2005, Desmorat et al., 2007, Desmorat, 2016).

The paper is structured in four parts as follows. The theoretical background of Integral and Eikonal Non-
Local framework is recalled briefly first. Main aspects of Integral Non-Local regularization techniques are
presented. Then, the ENL formulation is introduced and discussed. In the second part of the paper non-local
interactions in “artificially” damaged domains are studied (damage fields are fixed a priori, and do not derive
from a mechanical computation). For this purpose, the Eikonal equation is solved through a second order
accurate Fast Marching algorithm over a regular and orthogonal grid. A Finite Element (FE) implementation
of an ENL isotropic damage model is then presented. Real-time coupling of non-linear FE solution procedures
and Fast Marching algorithms (for the computation of non-local interaction distances) is described. In the
final part of the paper, some numerical examples of quasi-statics simulations of quasi-brittle fracture are
given. We explore the capabilities of the proposed framework in simulating a progressive transition from
diffuse damage to strain localization and in regularizing damage evolution. Several comparisons with the
standard INL formulation are established in terms of global/structural responses and damaging process
evolutions in order to illustrate the main features of the proposed model.

2. Eikonal Non-Local (ENL) damage formulation

Consider a n−dimensional body Ω ∈ Rn, and suppose that its constituting material behaves according
to a scalar isotropic Continuum Damage model with Helmholtz free-energy density:

ψ = ψ(ε, d) = (1− d)
[
µ ε : ε+ 1

2λ (trε)2
]

(1)
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where “:” denotes the double contraction operator between second order tensors, “tr” is the trace operator,
(λ, µ) are the homogeneous Lamé parameters, ε = ε(x) is the second order strain tensor and d = d(x) ∈ [0, 1]
is the scalar damage variable. Under the small strain assumption, ε is the symmetric part of the gradient
of the displacement field u = u(x). With I the second order identity tensor, the Cauchy stress tensor
σ = σ(ε, d) and the thermodynamic force Y = Y (ε) associated with damage read:

σ = ∂

∂ε
ψ = (1− d) [2µε+ λ(trε)I] Y = − ∂

∂d
ψ = µ ε : ε+ 1

2λ (trε)2 (2)

The scalar damage variable describes the material degradation process and rises from d = 0 (sound
material) to d = 1 (completely damaged material). Its evolution is driven by a local variable w = w(x),
typically assumed for quasi-brittle materials equal to Y (Marigo, 1981) or to an equivalent strain measure
ε̂ = ε̂(x) (e.g. Mazars (1984), de Vree et al. (1995), Ragueneau et al. (2008)):

d = g(max
t
w) (3)

and satisfies the Kuhn-Tucker loading-unloading conditions:

f ≤ 0 κ̇ ≥ 0 fκ̇ = 0 (4)

where f = f(w, d, . . . ) is the damage criterion function and where the damage multiplier κ can be the
damage d itself or a – monotonic, positive – function of the damage, κ = g−1(d).

2.1. Integral Non-Local (INL) damage evolution model
The main idea of INL approaches applied to Continuum Damage Mechanics (Pijaudier and Bazant, 1987)

is to make the damage growth of Eqs. (3) and (4) governed by a non-local variable wNL = wNL(x). The
standard INL framework is obtained by weighted averaging of w(x) over the domain Ω:

wNL(xx) = 1
Vφ(xx)

∫
Ω
φ
(
ξINL
xs

)
w(xs) dV Vφ(xx) =

∫
Ω
φ
(
ξINL
xs

)
dV (5)

where ξINL
xs = ξINL

xs (xx,xs) ∈ [0,+∞) is the ratio of the Euclidean distance between material points xs and
xx to the characteristic/internal length `c (considered as a constant material parameter):

ξINL
xs = `xs

`c
= ‖xs − xx‖

`c
(6)

and φ = φ(ξ) is a positive non-local weighting function. This latter is chosen to be equal to unity when
ξ = 0, monotonically decreasing with respect to ξ, and vanishing when ξ → 1. Typical forms for φ(ξ) are
Gaussian or bell-shaped polynomial functions (Figure 1):

φ (ξ) = exp
(
−ξ2/2

)
or φ (ξ) =

〈
1− ξ2〉2 (7)

where brackets “〈·〉” denote the Macaulay operator (with a ∈ R, 〈a〉 = max(0, a)). The bell polynomial
function (Bažant and Jirásek, 2002) is often preferred in numerical computations, because it ensures null
interactions (i.e., φ(ξ) = 0) between any pair of material points such that their distance is larger than `c
(i.e., ξ ≥ 1). This also allows for computing the averaged non-local field (5) by integration over smaller
sub-domains:

H = H(xx) = {xs ∈ Ω : `xs ≤ `c} ⊂ Ω (8)
In the following H is also called the “non-local interaction domain” or the “non-local horizon” of xx.

2.2. Eikonal Non-Local (ENL) damage evolution model
According to definition (6), any pairs of material points separated by the same Euclidean distance interact

in the same way. A physical request is, however, that material points across cracks, holes and highly damaged
zones do not interact (or at least reduce their interactions).
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Figure 1: Typical non-local weighting functions: Gaussian (a) and bell-shaped polynomial functions (b)

2.2.1. From Euclidean distances to propagation time
Theoretically derived by Desmorat et al. (2015), the ENL formulation models this effect by considering

damage dependent non-local interactions. This approach can be seen as a “simplified” version of the Internal
Time Non-Local (ITNL) formulation first proposed by Desmorat and Gatuingt (2007) and better studied by
Desmorat et al. (2015). Based on the analogy between wave and non-local information propagations within
a damaged medium, these authors propose to reformulate the averaging formula (5) in terms of the time
ratio:

ξITNL
xs = τxs

τc
= wave propagation time

characteristic/internal propagation time ≥ ξ
INL
xs = `xs

`c
(9)

where τxs = τxs(xx,xs, d(x)) is the wave propagation time from xx to xs on Ω, and τc is a characteris-
tic/internal time. This latter can be interpreted as the time needed for an elastic wave to cover a distance
`c in the sound medium. With c0 the information celerity in the virgin material (taken as the wave constant
speed), τc is proportional to the characteristic length as:

τc = `c/c0 (10)

Using a ITNL damage evolution model in one-dimensional computations is simple, because the wave
propagation equation can be solved analitically. Some numerical results were provided in (Desmorat et al.,
2015). Implementation in two- and three-dimensional contexts may, however, reveal more complex. In that
case, no general analytical solutions for the heterogeneous wave propagation equation are available, but
tedious numerical solution procedures are needed for computing propagation times. As an example of this,
consider solving the Continuum Damage Mechanics problem through a FE formulation and compute the
damage field at the Gauss integration points level. Under these conditions, if the FE mesh comprises ngp
integration points, using the ITNL approach leads to solve numerically ngp wave propagation problems at
each time step (and/or iteration of the non-linear solution process) to update non-local interaction functions.
Due to the bijective nature of the wave propagation problem the number of computations can be reduced.
However, the resulting computational cost could rapidly become incompatible with the need of performing
large scale computations (e.g. in engineering-oriented applications).

2.2.2. From propagation time to effective geodesic distances
The ENL framework provides an easier way to catch wave propagation information. Using a Wentzel-

Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) or Liouville–Green (LG) approximation (Orszag and Bender, 1978, Hall, 2013)
for high frequency waves propagating within a damaged medium, Desmorat et al. (2015) have shown that
determining the propagation time τxs from a material point xx to any point xs in Ω is equivalent to seeking
a signed distances field ˜̀(x) ∈ [0,+∞) which approximate the viscosity solution of a time-independent
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Eikonal equation (i.e., a stationary Hamilton-Jacobi equation). Under isotropic damage conditions, this
new problem reads: {

m(x) ||grad ˜̀(x)|| = 1 x ∈ Ω,
˜̀(xx) = 0

(11)

where m(x) ∈ (0, 1] is a positive damage dependent scalar isotropic Riemannian metric function:

m(x) =
√

1− d(x) > 0 x ∈ Ω. (12)

According to (11), the iso-level-set curve ˜̀(x) = cst can be seen as an advancing front with speed m(x),
and the resulting function ˜̀(x) is a signed distance. Furthermore, when m(x) is uniform on Ω, ˜̀(x) can be
interpreted as an Euclidean distances field.

The viscosity solution of (11) can now be obtained numerically using highly efficient algorithms, e.g.
Label-correcting methods (Bertsekas, 1993), Sweeping algorithms (Zhao, 2005) and Fast Marching algo-
rithms (Sethian, 1996). The latter family of methods is often used due to its relative theoretical and
numerical simplicity.

Once the effective/geodesic lengths field ˜̀(x) is known, the ENL formulation keeps unchanged the aver-
aging process (5) of INL models. The major enhancement with respect this averaging concerns the argument
of the weighting function φ, which now is the effective length ratio:

ξENL
xs =

˜̀
xs

`c
= effective/geodesic distance

characteristic/internal length ≥ ξ
INL
xs = `xs

`c
(13)

where ˜̀
xs = ˜̀(xx,xs, d(x)) ∈ [0,+∞) is the effective/geodesic distance between points xs and xx. Accord-

ing to (11), effective distances coincide with Euclidean distances (as in the INL approach) in undamaged
conditions, and increase progressively when damage occurs. Under some conditions, material points sepa-
rated by an highly damaged zone (or by a crack) could no longer interact (i.e., ξENL → +∞, even through
ξINL < 1).

3. Non-local interactions in two-dimensional damaged domains

Non-local interactions in two-dimensional (2D) damaged domains are illustrated by some examples.
Attention is focused on “artificially” damaged media, in order to illustrate some key features of the ENL
formulation. When the damage field is not uniform (i.e., the metric field vary over the domain) the Eikonal
equation admits closed form viscosity solutions only under some special conditions. A discussion based
on numerical results is thus needed. In the following, effective interaction distances are obtained through
a second order accurate Fast Marching algorithm (Sethian, 1996). The role of the Fast Marching grid
refinement on properly estimating the geodesic distances field is also put into evidence. As it will be
shown later in the paper, this aspect could strongly influence the numerical robustness of the ENL damage
formulation.

3.1. Effective interaction distances computation
Fast Marching (FM) methods are a family of numerical algorithms that are able to find the viscosity

solution of inhomogeneous Eikonal equations. First proposed by Sethian (1996) for following monotonically
advancing fronts, they are very similar to the Dijkstra’s method (Dijkstra, 1959, Cormen et al., 2001)
for finding shortest paths on graphs. Using a gradient descent of the distance function, FM algorithms
allow for extracting a good approximation of the shortest geodesic paths in various contexts: Euclidean
for m(x) = 1, and a weighted Rienmanian manifold when m(x) is not constant over the domain. Many
FM formulations were proposed in the literature for dealing with orthogonal and triangular grids, first or
higher order approximations, isotropic and anisotropic metric funcions (Kimmel and Sethian, 1998, Sethian,
1999). Highly efficient FM numerical libraries are available in most programming languages and can be used
directly in computations.
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3.1.1. Fast Marching method
The FM algorithm used in computations is based on a second order upwind approximation of the term

||grad ˜̀(x)|| over a regular and orthogonal grid of points (GFM):

GFM = {v = vi,j : x(vi,j) = xi,j = (xi, yj), xi = ih, yj = jh,

i = 0, 1, . . . , (n− 1), j = 0, 1, . . . , (n− 1)} (14)

where vi,j denotes grid vertices, h is the constant grid spacing and n is the total number of grid points along
x and y axis. The total number of vertices is denoted by N . With this spatial discretization, the Eikonal
equation is discretized according to Rouy and Tourin (1992):

max
{

d−xi,j ˜̀;−d+x
i,j

˜̀; 0
}2 + max

{
d−yi,j ˜̀;−d+y

i,j
˜̀; 0
}2 = m−2

i,j (15)

wheremi,j = m(xi,j) =
√

1− d(xi,j) denotes the discretized metric function at location (i, j) and derivatives
approximations read:

d−xi,j = 3˜̀
i,j − 4˜̀

i−1,j + ˜̀
i−2,j

2h d+x
i,j = −3˜̀

i,j − 4˜̀
i+1,j + ˜̀

i+2,j
2h

d−yi,j = 3˜̀
i,j − 4˜̀

i,j−1 + ˜̀
i,j−2

2h d+y
i,j = −3˜̀

i,j − 4˜̀
i,j+1 + ˜̀

i,j+2
2h

(16)

For more details about the numerical implementation the interested reader can refer to the cited works.

3.1.2. Error estimate
Scheme (15) is stable and consistent. Furthermore it ensures that the solution is found with an order of

convergence about unity for any constant metric function m(x) = cst. with cst. ∈ (0, 1]. To illustrate this
aspect, consider a square-shaped domain Ω = [−1, 1]× [−1, 1] and solve the Eikonal problem (11) for finding
the Euclidean distances field from the vertex located at xx = (0, 0). Figure 2 provides the distances field,
the absolute (`i,j − `ref

i,j ) and relative (`i,j/`ref
i,j − 1) error maps (with respect to the exact/reference solution)

obtained uing first and second order FM algorithms.
Convergence rates can be estimated by representing the global error against the inverse of the grid spacing

(Fig. 3a). As it is clear from error maps (Fig. 2), however, FM methods accuracy strongly depends on the
orientation of the considered pair of grid points with respect to the main orientation of the grid. Indeed, due
to the finite difference approximation of the gradient term, error is very small on vertex belonging to axis x
and y and becomes maximum for vertex disposed on the diagonal. Distances computed along this axis could
be thus used to define a refinement criterion for using FM algorithms in further numerical computations.
Note that absolute errors increase when moving away from the central vertex while the inverse is observed
for relative errors. In that case, maximum relative errors are always attained on the nearest grid points to
the reference point. For that reason this quantity is used in the following to define such a grid refinement
criterion. Figure 3b depicts the maximum relative error evolution when moving along the diagonal of the
grid (yi = xi). This representation clearly put in evidence that for a given FM mesh refinement level, the
second order algorithm provides lower errors than the linear one. As an example of this, for achieving a
relative error of 1%, the linear algorithm requires about 110 grid points along the diagonal, while only 17 grid
points can be used with the second order formulation. As the algorithmic complexity of both FM methods
is of O(N lnN) and the resulting CPU times are comparable (Fig. 3c), it is straightforward verifying that
the second order algorithm allows reducing computational costs. For that reason the second order scheme
is used in the following.

3.2. Vanishing interactions in damaged zones
Some examples of geodesic distances computations in damaged media are presented. This allows putting

into evidence the role of damage (and/or cracks) on the evolution of non-local interactions within two
dimensional domains. In this approach, the crack Ωc is defined as the set of material points such that
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Figure 2: Distances field, absolute and relative error maps computed using first order (a) and second order (b) FM algorithms

damage tends to unity: Ωc = {x ∈ Ω : d(x) → 1−}. The condition d = 1 cannot be attained to preserve
the positiveness of the front speed m(x). However, this does not represent a strong model limitation, as the
same constraint derives from the Continuum Damage Mechanics FE formulation. In that case, damage is
not allowed to become equal to unity in order to avoid the stiffness matrix to become singular.

3.2.1. Influence of a sharp crack (localized damage)
As a first example, the influence of a zero-width crack within a sqaure-shaped domain Ω is studied. The

undamaged state is first considered to define the reference condition: d(x) = 0, m(x) = 1 on Ω. A cracked
domain is then studied. The sharp crack Ωc is represented by the set of grid points such that x = 0 and
y ∈ [−`c, `c]. The corresponding Riemannian metric field takes approximately null values on Ωc and is
Euclidean on Ω\Ωc.

Figure 4 depicts geodesic distances ˜̀(x) from a reference point xx = (−`c/2, 0) and their influence on the
non-local weighting function φ(ξ) computed for both configurations. A Gaussian distribution was considered
for this application, but similar results can be obtained for bell-shaped polynomial functions. Numerical
results put in evidence that:

(i) As expected, effective/geodesic and Euclidean distance fields coincides in the undamaged medium:
˜̀
xs = `xs = ‖xs − xx‖. The non-local weighting function φ is thus a standard Gaussian bell centered
on xx, as in the initial INL formulation.

(ii) When the domain is cracked, damage deforms the Riemannian space in which distances are computed.
So, provided two material points xx and xs such that the straight line joining them intercepts Ωc,
the shortest path between them deviates from the Euclidean setting. Their effective distance thus
increases and the resulting non-local interaction reduces. Under some circumstances, this variation is
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Figure 3: (a) Convergence rate estimation of first and second order FM algorithms, (b) Local relative error evolution along the
diagonal of the computational domain, (c) Computational times

such that no interactions occur even though ||xs − xx|| ≤ `c (i.e., ξINL
xs ≤ 1). The non-local weighting

function φ(ξ) thus becomes a truncated Gaussian function.

Similar comments can be made when considering the example (of a notched plate) presented by Desmorat
and Gatuingt (2007) for illustrating the ITNL formulation in 2D. The main difference concerns, in that case,
the width of the cracked zone Ωc. A comparison between spatial distributions of wave propagation times
and geodesic distances (Fig. 5) is however interesting, because it evidences a good qualitative agreement
between the spatial distributions of wave propagation times and effective geodesic distances. Note, however,
the ENL formulation allows naturally not to consider wave reflections on free edges.

3.2.2. Influence of a damaged band (diffuse damage)
The examples considered in previous section illustrated the extreme condition corresponding to a very

sharp spatial variation of the damage field. In Continuum Damage Mechanics computations, however, strain
localization occurs over a damaged band of finite width. As a consequence, the field d(x) will change more
smoothly and non-local interactions will also evolve gradually over the domain. To illustrate this situation,
a schematic case is considered in Fig. 6. The body Ω is crossed vertically by a symmetric damaged band,
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Figure 4: Geodesic distances field ˜̀(x) for a square-shaped domain and its influence on the Gaussian weighting function φ(ξ)
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m(x) = 10−5 on Ωc). The computational domain is discretized through a regular orthogonal grid comprising 10′201 = 101×101
vertex (grid spacing h = 4`c/100)

such that d(x)→ 1− on its symmetry axis and vanishes at a distance Lb = `c from it (i.e., the width of the
damaged band is 2Lb = 2`c). Effective non-local interaction distance fields ˜̀(x) and the co corresponding
weighting functions φ(ξ) are computed for three material points xx placed at different distances from the
symmetry axis of the damaged band. As shown in Fig. 6, damage strongly influences non-local interactions
within the medium. In particular:

(i) For null or small damage levels, non-local interactions are mainly controlled by Euclidean distances.

(ii) When the damage level increases, non-local interactions reduce and the non-local weighting function
progressively loss its symmetry. When a point belonging to the damaged band is considered, this effect
is coupled with a progressive increase of non-local interaction distances in all directions. In terms of
the weighting function, this corresponds to a progressive reduction of the bell width too.

(iii) If the damage level at the point considered is large enough, no non-local interactions occur. As a
consequence the bell width could tend to zero.

This illustrates an expected key feature of the ENL formulation: when it is applied to the regularization
of damage evolution models, a progressive transition from a INL damage evolution (in weakly damaged
zones) to a completely local damage evolution (in highly damaged zones) can be represented naturally.
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4. Eikonal Non-Local numerical formulation in the FEM context

A non-intrusive (or less intrusive as possible) numerical scheme for using ENL isotropic damage models
in non-linear Finite Element (FE) computations is presented. Quasi-static equilibrium equations are solved
according to a standard FE formulation and an explicit algorithm is used to compute the damage field at
the Gauss integration points level. Damage dependent interaction distances between integration points are
evaluated using a FM algorithm. For this purpose independent FM grids are defined Gauss point by Gauss
point and the metric function is obtained after projection of the damage field from the FE mesh to FM
grids. Evolving geodesic distances are finally used to update the non-local field driving damage evolution.

4.1. Boundary value problem
Consider a solid body occupying all points of a continuous domain Ω. Its boundary ∂Ω comprises two

non overlapping sub-domains ∂uΩ and ∂tΩ, such that displacements (Dirichlet boundary conditions) are
imposed on ∂uΩ and loadings (Neumann boundary conditions) on ∂tΩ. The material which constitutes Ω
is supposed to behave according to an isotropic damage model with a single (scalar) damage variable d (see
Sec. 1). Quasi-static conditions, in the absence of body forces, are considered and strains are assumed small.
Under these conditions, one looks (at any time t) for an admissible displacement field u = u(x) ∈ U =
{u∗ regular enough : u∗ = uimp on ∂uΩ} which solve the differential problem:

u ∈ U
div σ = 0 on Ω
σ = (1− d) (2µε+ λ trε1) on Ω
d = g(maxt wNL) ∈ [0, 1] on Ω
ε = Sym(gradu) on Ω
u = uimp on ∂uΩ
σn = timp on ∂tΩ

(17)

where “div ” denotes the divergence operator, n is the outward normal vector to the boundary ∂tΩ, timp
denotes imposed tractions and uimp stands for imposed displacements.

4.2. FEM formulation
Problem (17) is solved numerically using a standard non-linear FE formulation (Zienkiewicz and Taylor,

2000, Hughes, 2000). For this purpose, the domain Ω is discretized through a FE mesh (MFE) comprising nel
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Figure 6: (a) Schematic representation of the damaged band and corresponding metric function m(x) (d(x) follows a second
order polynomial function in the x axis direction and is uniform along y); (b) geodesic distances fields for three material points
xx placed at different distances (1.75 `c, 0.75 `c and 0.075 `c) from the damaged band; and (c) influence on the Gaussian
weighting function

iso-parametric finite elements (denoted by Ωe). The external load is discretized in pseudo-time according to
an ordered sequence of instants {t0, t1, . . . , T} such that tn+1 > tn ∈ R+ ∪{0} for any n ∈ N = {0, 1, 2, . . . }.
So, provided the nodal displacement and damage fields at loading step tn, the solution at step tn+1 is
searched iteratively through a secant algorithm. In the following, down-script n + 1 is omitted for sake
of compactness. As a consequence, every quantity without down-script should be intended as referred to
instant tn+1.

4.2.1. Eikonal Non-Local damage integration
Elementary damaged stiffness matrices are evaluated at the Gauss points level using an explicit procedure.

Given the Gauss integration point occupying the position xx, the damage value dk+1(xx) at the global
iteration k + 1 is computed as:

dk+1(xx) = max(g(wNL,k(xx)), dn(xx)) (18)

where wNL,k(xx) is computed from the solution at iteration k.
In INL formulations, wNL,k(xx) is computed by directly applying the averaging formula (5) with ξxs =

ξINL
xs . In that case, non-local interactions occurring between Gauss points are controlled by Euclidean
distances between them. So, once these information are properly computed (from nodal coordinates) and
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stored, they can be used throughout the solution process without requiring further computations. Conversely,
in ENL damage evolution models, non-local interactions change following damage evolution. The resulting
numerical implementation is therefore slightly more complex. A possible choice is to recompute interaction
distances between xx and its neighbors by solving the Eikonal problem:

mn(x) ||grad ˜̀
n(x)|| = 1 x ∈ H,

mn(x) =
√

1− dn(x) x ∈ H
˜̀
n(xx) = 0

(19)

at the end of each loading step tn, and assume them constant throughout iterations until convergence at
step tn+1. This allows for avoiding spurious solution oscillations associated with damage distributions which
do not correspond to any converged solution (i.e., do not respect the global equilibrium).

It should be noted that, due to the positiveness of the damage rate, the rate of variation of the metric
function is always null or negative, i.e., ∆m(x) = m(x) −mn(x) ≤ 0. As a consequence of this, geodesic
distances can only increase or remain constant:

∆˜̀
xs = ˜̀

xs − ˜̀
xs,n ≥ 0 ∀xs ∈ H (20)

and non-local interactions can only reduce or remain constant:

∆φ(ξENL
xs ) = φ(ξENL

xs )− φ(ξENL
xs,n ) ≤ 0 ∀xs ∈ H (21)

4.2.2. Geodesic distances computation
The second order FM algorithm illustrated in Sec. 3.1.1 is applied Gauss integration point by Gauss

integration point. For this purpose, regular orthogonal grids GFM = GFM(xx) are defined separately for each
Gauss point xx. They are 2`c × 2`c in size, and such that central vertex have the same global coordinates
(xx, yx) of xx:

GFM =
{
v : x(v) = (xi, yj), xi = xx − `c + i hFM, yj = yx − `c + j hFM,

i = 0, 1, . . . , (nFM − 1), j = 0, 1, . . . , (nFM − 1)
}

(22)

where hFM = hFM(xx) and nFM = nFM(xx). This ensures reducing useless geodesic distance computations
between xx and any integration point xs /∈ H. Furthermore, separately applying the FM algorithm for each
integration point has the following advantages:

(i) As the metric function depends on the damage field at time step tn, Eikonal problems (19) can be
solved for each integration point in a parallel fashion;

(ii) FM grids with different refinement levels can be used depending on their position on the FE mesh.
Indeed, grid spacing hFM should be chosen to ensure an accurate estimation of geodesic distances
between xx and the nearest Gauss point to it (at least in Euclidean context). Since distances between
Gauss points depend on FEs size, one can therefore use denser FM grids in zones where the FE mesh
is denser, and to reduce FM grid spacing otherwise.

Based on considerations provided in previous sections concerning orientation dependent errors with
standard FM methods, the maximum grid spacing to be used in computations is estimated as:

hFM,max = hFM,max(xx) = 1
ρ

√
2

2 `min
xs `min

xs = `min
xs (xx) = min

xs∈H\xx

{‖xs − xx‖} (23)

where coefficient
√

2/2 accounts for the observation that the most critical condition is attained when the
distance vector xs − xx is parallel to the diagonals of the FM grid, and ρ ∈ N is a user defined “grid
refinement factor”. This latter can be seen as the minimum number of grid points needed for numerically
computing the Euclidean distance `xs,min with a fixed error.
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For the second order FM method presented above, choosing ρ ≥ 17 ensures that the relative numerical
error in Euclidean distances computation remains lower than 1%. This criterion also ensures that INL
and ENL formulations lead to the same non-local fields when undamaged conditions are considered. Other
criteria for defining this parameter can be of course adopted. However, as such a choice depends on the
chosen FM algorithm, this aspect is not further detailed in this paper.

4.3. Implementation aspects
The ENL formulation was implemented in a Object Oriented fashion. The “PyFEM” code by de Borst

et al. (2012) was used as a starting point for developments. Without going into details of the programming
aspects of the numerical implementation, its main ingredients are summarized in the following. Data struc-
tures needed for using general INL regularization techniques are defined first. Some special structures for
ENL formulations are introduced then.

Initialization phase. For each Gauss integration point xx of each finite element Ωe:

(i) The discretized non-local interaction domain H ∈MFE is defined first. For each Gauss point xs ∈ H,
the following information are stored: its identifier and the corresponding element, its global coordinates
(xs, ys), and the Euclidean distance `xs. These are the only information needed when using INL
regularization techniques (in that case, the subsequent steps are not necessary);

(ii) A structured and orthogonal grid GFM is then defined. According to (23), the total number (nFM) of
vertex along x and y axis is computed as the smallest odd natural number such that:

nFM = nFM(xx) ≥ min
{
p ∈ N, p odd : p ≥ 2 `c

hFM,max

}
(24)

This ensures that the central vertex of GFM has exactly the same global coordinates as the reference
Gauss point, x(vi,i) = xx with i = (nFM − 1)/2, and that grid spacing is lower than the maximum
admissible value, hFM ≤ hFM,max.

(iii) The metric function is initialized as: m(v) = m0(v)→ 0+ ∀ v ∈ GFM.

(iv) For each grid point v ∈ GFM, the finite element Ωe ∈ H such that x(v) ∈ Ωe is found. Then, the
nearest Gauss point xs ∈ Ωe to v is computed. It is denoted by xs→v. This information is used during
computations to build Riemannian metric fields from damage values computed at the Gauss points
level. No information are stored for grid vertices outside the computational domain (i.e., grid points
which do not belong to any finite element).

(v) Finally, for each destination Gauss point xs ∈ H, the nearest vertex v ∈ GFM is found. Its position
is denoted by xv→s. This information is used during computations for transferring effective non-local
distances information from the FM grid to the FE mesh.

Once these information are properly stored, the non-linear FE solution process starts.

Current time station (tn → tn+1). At the beginning of the time increment [tn, tn+1], the solution (un, dn)
is known. So, for each Gauss point xx of each finite element Ωe:

(i) The damage value associated to each vertex v ∈ GFM is obtained as dn(v) = dn(xs→v). This allows
for defining the discretized metric function as mn(v) =

√
1− dn(v) > 0, while for vertices outside

the computational domain (i.e., not belonging to any Ωe) the metric function is maintained at the
initialization value, mn(v) = m0(v) = 0. This condition ensures that for these grid points, computed
geodesic distances always tend to infinity. As a consequence, no shortest geodesic paths passing outside
the computational domain can exist.

(ii) The geodesic distances field from the source vertex vx,x to any other destination vertex v ∈ GFM(xx)
is then computed.
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(iii) Non-local interaction distances between xx and Gauss points xs ∈ H are computed finally. For this
purpose we assume that ˜̀

xs,n = ˜̀(xv→s), even through x(vs) does not exactly coincides with xs. As,
in general, highly refined FM grids are used in computations, such a simplified approach provides
very good estimates of geodesic distances. A slightly more complex formulation could be obtained,
for instance, by finding the three/four nearest FM vertex to xs and computing ˜̀

xs as the linear
combination of their geodesic distances with respect to xx. This can be achieved easily by considering
a sort of “virtual” finite element having these vertices as nodal support, and using shape functions for
approximating the effective distances field on xs.

(iv) Non-local weighting functions φ(ξ) are finally updated through the effective length ratio:

ξENL
xs,n = ˜̀

xs,n/`c ∀ xs ∈ H (25)

These information are stored at the level of the Gauss point xx. So, each Gauss point “knows” its
neighbors and the corresponding interaction weights.

5. Strain localization examples

Results of quasi-static strain localization in 2D quasi-brittle continua are presented. Attention is focused
on simple cases showing the main features of the ENL formulation for modeling damage dependent interac-
tions. For this purpose, strain localization into a tie-specimen submitted to a tensile loading is considered
first. This allows validating the numerical formulation and studying its properties. A wedge splitting test
is then simulated in order to show some further features of the ENL method.

5.1. Damage model adopted in computations
In computations, the non-local damage criterion function is defined in the non-local equivalent strains

(ε̂NL) space as:
fNL = f(ε̂NL, κ) = ε̂NL − κ, κ = max

t
ε̂NL (26)

where ε̂ is computed according to the definition proposed by Mazars (1984), ε̂ =
√
〈ε1〉2 + 〈ε2〉2. In previous

equation, εi (i = 1, 2) denotes the ith principal strain component and positive parts 〈εi〉 are the extensions.
Accordingly, the internal variable κ can be interpreted as an equivalent non-local deformation level. It starts
at a (damage) threshold level κ0 = εNL

0 and is updated by requiring that fNL = 0 during damage growth,
while κ̇ = 0 at unloading and when fNL < 0. Damage growth is finally supposed to follow the exponential
evolution law:

d = g(κ) = 1− κ0
κ

exp
[
−〈κ− κ0〉
κc − κ0

]
(27)
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where κc = εNL
c > εNL

0 is a material parameter controlling the shape of the damage evolution function. It
should be noted that (26) is a simple modeling assumption and that the proposed ENL formulation can be
applied without modifications to different non-local damage criteria.

5.2. Tie-specimen under tensile loading
Consider a 2D domain Ω representing a tie-specimen L = 100 mm in length (oriented along the x-axis)

and W = L/20 = 5 mm in width (along the y-axis) submitted to a tensile loading. Boundary and loading
conditions are provided in Fig. 8. The domain is discretized through a FE mesh comprising nel linear
quadrangular FEs. Different FE mesh sizes are considered in order to study the numerical regularization
properties of the ENL approach. Constitutive model parameters are assigned as follows: E = 100 MPa
(Young’s modulus), ν = 0, κ0 = 0.0001, κc = 10 × κ0 = 0.001 and `c = 20 mm (Lamé constants can be
easily computed from E and ν).

Calculations are performed assuming plane strains conditions and considering the local, INL and ENL
damage evolution models. Strain localization is forced on the center of the specimen by introducing a defect,
a weak finite element. This is obtained by slightly reducing its Young modulus with respect to other elements
(Eweak = 0.9× E = 90 MPa). In order to follow mechanical instabilities (i.e., snap-backs) occurring in the
post-peak phase of load, the external load is controlled indirectly through an arc-length type algorithm.
Imposed force increments are adapted over loading steps in order to ensure a constant rate of variation of
the mean relative horizontal displacement of two pairs of nodes aligned vertically and symmetrically placed
(±L/20) with respect of the vertical symmetry axis of the specimen.

5.2.1. Eikonal Non-Local, Integral Non-Local and local damage models
The structural response of the sample is represented through the imposed external force and total sample

elongation. Figure 8 compares representative responses computed considering the local, ENL and INL
damage models for a FE mesh comprising 51 = 51 × 1 elements. In order to follow the evolution of non-
local interactions inside the damaged band, geodesic distances computed from a Gauss point pertaining to
a FE close to the weak band of the specimen are also provided1. Finally, damage and equivalent strain
distributions along a horizontal line (parallel to the loading direction) for five loading steps are depicted in
Fig. 9.

Numerical results evidence that the global response obtained using the ENL damage model is always
in between the local and INL responses. Furthermore, the damage process evolution can be schematized
according to the following phases:

(i) For null (or small) damage levels, ENL and INL damage models provide very similar global and local
responses. In this phase the metric field is approximately uniform and equal to unity over the whole
domain. As a consequence, effective geodesic distances do not strongly differ from Euclidean ones
(˜̀xs = `xs ∀ (xx,xs) ∈ Ω). In other words, non-local interactions are still controlled by Euclidean
distances between Gauss points, i.e., φ(ξENL

xs ) = φ(ξINL
xs ).

(ii) When damage increases, geodesic distances increase and become larger than Euclidean distances (˜̀xs >
`xs). Non-local interactions progressively reduce and the interaction zone shrinks, i.e., φ(ξENL

xs ) <
φ(ξINL

xs ). As a consequence, the ENL global response tends progressively to that obtained through the
local evolution model.

(iii) Finally, when damage becomes approximately equal to unity on the weakest FE, the local and ENL
damage responses become equivalent. In that case, geodesic interaction distances between Gauss in-
tegration points across the damaged zone tend to infinity and non-local interactions vanish. Such a
response also ensures that no damage evolution occurs even through the sample elongation continues
to increase. In this phase, the imposed external load mainly induces an increase in the horizontal

1Note that Geodesic interaction distances ˜̀
xs > `c are not depicted for sake of clarity. Accordingly, any point xs ∈ H

pertaining to a blank region not more interacts with the reference Gauss point xx.
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Figure 8: Tensile test. Comparison among representative global force - displacement responses obtained through the local, INL
and ENL damage evolution models (FE mesh comprising 51 elements). Evolution of the non-local interaction distances (˜̀xs)
computed from a Gauss point pertaining to a FE located near the weak element for four test phases

strain field of the weakest element (as for the local damage model). As it is well known, this is not the
case when considering the INL damage evolution model. In that case, Gauss points experiencing high
damage levels still interact with their neighbors. Since for these integration points local equivalent
strains attain very large values, non-local equivalent deformations computed on neighbor points con-
tinue increasing too. Damage evolution thus continues and the damaged band progressively widens.
This spurious response is then avoided by using the ENL formulation.

5.2.2. Fast Marching grid sensitivity
Previous results where obtained by considering a FM grid refinement level ρ = 17 for each Gauss point.

According to criterion (23), this leads to use 601× 601 = 361′201 vertexes for each Fm grid (for a FE mesh
comprising 51 elements, `xs,min ≈ 0.83 mm). As anticipated in previous sections, however, one could expect
that parameter ρ strongly influences the obtained response and should be chosen properly. To illustrate its
role, a series of numerical computations was performed considering ρ values ranging from 3 to 20. Such a
choice corresponds to using FM grids with a number of vertexes N ranging between 101× 101 = 10′201 and
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Figure 9: Tensile test. Damage and non-local equivalent strain fields for different phases of representative simulations carried
out considering the ENL (left) and INL (right) damage evolution models

801 × 801 = 641′601 (this latter is considered as the reference). According to results presented in Fig. 3,
the corresponding CPU times range from 0.0001s to 0.01s per FM computation (i.e., per Gauss point).
As a consequence, for the considered case, the total CPU time associated to the computation of non-local
interaction distances ranges from 0.02 to 2 seconds per loading step (51 elements× 4Gauss points / element
per loading increment).

Numerical results provided in Fig. 10 evidence that using a small number of FM grid points can lead
to a poor estimation of geodesic interaction distances, thus inducing an inaccurate mechanical response
prediction. A progressive convergence towards the reference solution can be however observed for ρ ≥ 8.
This suggests that a less restrictive criterion for defining hFM,max could be used without strongly influencing
the obtained response. Note however, that the considered case is quite special, because each pair of nearest
Gauss points is aligned horizontally. Furthermore, due to the FE’s elongation along the y axis direction,
vertically/horizontally unaligned points are always far enough to be computed properly. Further computa-
tions are therefore needed in order to better define an objective criterion for properly choosing the FM grid
spacing, thus optimizing computational resources. This criterion will strictly depend on the adopted FM
algorithm (first/second order, triangular/quadrangular grids, . . . ) as well as on the algorithmic strategy
chosen for computing distances between Gauss points from non-matching FM grids.

5.2.3. FE mesh sensitivity
The objectivity of the obtained solution with respect to the FE discretization can be verified by comparing

global response obtained for three structured mesh with characteristic FEs’ sizes (hFE) ranging between
L/101 = 0.99 mm ≈ `c/20 and L/27 = 3.70 mm ≈ `c/5.5. This ensures that non-local horizons H of each
Gauss point contain a number enough of integration points for properly computing non-local averaged
quantities.

A good agreement among obtained force-displacement responses is observed in the whole range of ex-
plored displacements (Fig. 11). A tendency toward a mesh convergence is clear and corroborates the
regularization properties of the proposed formulation (similar considerations hold when considering differ-
ent sets of materials parameters). Damage profiles obtained for the three FE meshes are also extremely
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Figure 10: Tensile test. FM mesh sensitivity: global force - displacement responses obtained considering different FM grid
refinement levels with parameter ρ ranging from 3 to 20 (FE mesh comprising 51 elements)

similar for any damage level.
Very small differences in global responses can be observed only on final simulation phases (i.e., close to

total failure of the bar), when high damage levels on the central/weak element induce non-local interactions
to vanish. This response is common to other non-local models with evolving internal length (e.g. Giry et al.
(2011)) and should not be interpreted as representative of a mesh dependency issue. Indeed, the separation
of the global curves corresponds to the onset of the transition toward a purely local response of the central
element. As this transition occurs for very high damage levels (d larger than approximately 0.95), the
“residual” energy to be dissipated in a local manner on the weakest element is very small if compared to the
energy dissipated throughout the whole damaging process.

Strategies to further improving mesh insensitivity. In order to remove also these small differences, different
strategies can be explored:

(i) A simple choice could consists in modifying the formulation by stopping updating the Riemannian
metric field when the damage level exceeds a given threshold value. From a numerical viewpoint, this
can be obtained by defining the Riemann metric field as: mn(x) =

√
1−min(dn(x), dFM

max)) > 0. As it
will be shown in the following, however, this approach has a strong drawback: interactions between the
weakest elements ant its neighbors do not vanish, leading to damage diffusion across the damage band
(as in standard INL formulations). In order to illustrate this situation, global responses obtained for
three threshold damage values dFM

max (0.99, 0.95 and 0.9) are compared in Fig. 12a. When the threshold
value is small enough (< 0.95), the mesh insensitivity is recovered in the whole range of explored
displacements. As a counterpart of this, however, assuming a non vanishing metric field induces
residual interactions between Gauss points to exist even through the central element is completely
damaged. As a consequence, damage diffusion across the strain localization area (for high elongation
levels) cannot be avoided a-priori. As an example of this, Fig. 12b depicts damage and non-local
equivalent strains evolution for dFM

max = 0.9 (for a FE mesh comprising 51 elements). This clearly
shows that once the condition d → 1− is attained on the weaker element, non-local strains remains
non null over a damaged band finite in width and damage is progressively spread. Provided that
these issues are completely absent in the standard ENL formulation (Sec. 2), one can conclude that
thresholding the metric field is an ineffective strategy.
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Figure 11: Tensile test. FE mesh sensitivity: global force - displacement responses and damage distributions obtained for three
FE mesh refinement levels (nel = 27, 51 and 101 elements)

(ii) A second possible strategy could consist in enhancing the numerical formulation in order to model
a continuous-to-discontinuous kinematics transition once a given threshold damage value is reached.
Indeed, when the width of the localization band tends to a value smaller than the element size, the
displacement field can no more be well described in a standard FEM framework. Several formulations
providing consistent thermodynamic frameworks for evolving from non-local damage to strong discon-
tinuity models were proposed in the literature (e.g. Jirásek and Zimmermann (2001), Simone et al.
(2003), Cazes et al. (2009), Tamayo-Mas and Rodríguez-Ferran (2014)). Such a transition could ensure
to dissipate the residual energy no more on a single element (as in local models) but at the strong
discontinuity level through a "cohesive zone model" (formulated in the Embedded FEM, eXtended
FEM, . . . ). Although interesting, such a formulation would induce an increased numerical complexity
and is left for further works.

5.3. Wedge splitting test
The wedge splitting test is a classic fracture mechanics experimental test (Brühwiler and Wittman, 1990)

used to estimate the fracture energy of concrete and concrete-like materials (e.g. concrete, mortars). Here,
it is simulated in order to provide some information concerning the key features of the damage propagation
process when using a ENL damage model.

The computational domain represents a vertically notched specimen 200 mm in width and 200 mm
in height (Fig. 13). It is discretized through a FE mesh comprising nel = 2690 quadrilateral FEs with
linear interpolation of the displacement field. The elementary characteristic size in the central part of
the specimen is hFE = 3 mm. A sub-vertical crack propagation, from the notch (3 mm in width) to the
bottom of the sample, is induced by directly imposing monotonic increasing horizontal displacements of
the bearing surfaces. ENL computations are performed considering very refined FM grids (ρ = 17) as
suggested in previous sections. Furthermore, damage evolution is supposed as non-local only in the central
part of the specimen, where high stress-strain gradients are expected and damage will occur. Material
parameters are assigned as follows: E = 100 MPa, ν = 0.2, κ0 = 0.0001, κc = 5 × κ0 = 0.0005, while the
characteristic/internal length is assumed equal to `c = 5× hFE = 15 mm.
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Figure 12: Tensile test. Ineffective thresholding of the metric field to improve FE mesh sensitivity: a) global responses obtained
for three FE mesh refinement levels using a ENL formulation with a bounded damage dependent Riemannian metric field (three
threshold damage levels: 0.95, 0.9, 0.99); b) Damage and non-local equivalent strain fields for different phases of representative
simulations carried out considering a ENL formulation with a bounded damage dependent Riemannian metric field (dFM

max = 0.9,
nel = 51)

5.3.1. ENL and INL damage models
The global response of the sample is represented through the total reaction force on the bearing surfaces

and their relative displacement (imposed). Alternatively one can also use the crack opening displacement
(COD) at the notch level (as defined in Fig. 13). Figure 14 compares structural responses obtained through
the INL and ENL formulations. Damage distributions for three imposed displacement levels are also com-
pared in Fig. 15. As expected, one observes that:

(i) Global responses and damage evolution processes are quite similar in the early phases of the test,
until the damage level in front of the notch (at the location where the non-local equivalent strain
first satisfies the damage activation criterion) remains small. In this phase, geodesic and Euclidean
distances almost coincide.

(ii) Once this material point starts experiencing significant damage levels (d > 0.1 approximately), geodesic
distances start increasing and non-local interactions within its neighborhood decrease (for the ENL
formulation) thus leading to a progressive damage localization. As a consequence of strain localization,
the maximum load predicted by the ENL formulation is lower than that provided by the INL model.

(iii) For more advanced loading stations (imposed relative external displacements), the damage field pre-
dicted using the INL formulation is diffuse over a large zone across the symmetry axis, i.e., d(x) is
approximately unity over a large damaged band. Conversely, the ENL formulation provides a better
description of the damaging process. In that case, the fully damaged condition is attained over the
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central line of elements (aligned with the damage propagation direction) as classically predicted by lo-
cal models and experimentally observed with a unique crack localized. Furthermore, damage decreases
rapidly to null values when moving away from it. Despite what is observed using INL formulations,
once the condition d ≈ 1 is attained on the symmetry axis, equivalent strains continue increasing at
this location. However, as with ENL formulations non-local geodesic interaction distances tends to
infinity, the damage field no more evolves. By this way, the damage diffusion across the damaged
band and in the backward of the notch is strongly reduced even through very high deformation lev-
els are attained on the center of the damaged band. Note that, for the last damage distribution of
Fig. 14, the horizontal strain level registered in correspondence of the notch is approximately equal to
0.09 ≈ 250× κ0 and 50× κc.

5.3.2. Damage propagation process
It is well known (Bazant, 1986) that cracking/damaging processes in quasi-brittle materials are charac-

terized by the formation and growth of distributed micro-cracks in front of the crack tip first. This region is
characterized by a notable dissipated energy and induces a nonlinear material response. Then, some micro-
cracks progressively coalesce into a single dominant macro-crack when loading increases. In this phase, strain
concentration in a band of small thickness occurs, micro-cracks surrounding the macro-crack progressively
arrest and a stress relaxation in the neighborhood of the macro-crack occurs. Once this condition is attained
two novel stress-free surfaces are formed.

Better studying the wedge-splitting test simulation allows for showing that the ENL formulation naturally
represents these phases, at least in qualitative terms. For this purpose, damage and non-local equivalent
strain fields corresponding to the loading step (2) of Fig. 14 are provided in Fig. 16. One observes that:

(i) the damaged band, approximately 2`c in thickness, is always preceded by a zone of finite width where
dissipation occurs (i.e., the non-local yield criterion is satisfied and damage evolves). Material points
pertaining to this zone interact between them till non-local interaction distances are lower than the
internal characteristic length. Furthermore, higher is the damage level at the considered material point
lower non-local interactions (i.e., a tendency toward a local response is modeled).
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Figure 14: Wedge splitting test. Global sample responses obtained through the ENL and INL formulations: a) force vs relative
displacement of the bearing surfaces (with identification of the displacement levels corresponding to the damage fields depicted
in Fig. 15); b) force vs Crack Opening Displacement (COD) at the notch level

(ii) In the proposed model, strain localization corresponds to the phase when damage tends to unity and
strains localize on the axis of the damaged band (considered as representative of a “macro-crack”).
Once this condition is achieved, damage evolution at material points located close to the “marco-crack”
progressively arrest (non-local interactions vanish). These material points continue experiencing slight
damage evolutions till the damaged band advances enough to remove all interactions with material
points located on the damage propagation front and on the other side of the damaged band.

(iii) Finally, provided that damage on the center of the damaged band is very close to unity, a stress release
in the surrounding material occurs. As a consequence, further increases in the external actions result
in a strain increase at the most damaged material points only (non-local equivalent strains tend to
infinity on the central line of elements only), thus leading to a progressive “macro-crack” opening.

6. Conclusive remarks

A numerical formulation for modeling damage dependent non-local interactions through a Eikonal Non-
Local (ENL) Continuum Damage model was presented in this paper. The ENL formulation (Desmorat
et al., 2015) provides a novel interpretation of damage dependent evolving non-local interactions. From a
differential geometry viewpoint, this leads to consider that damage induces a curvature of the Riemannian
space in which interaction distances are computed. From a mathematical point of view, interaction distances
are computed as solutions of an isotropic time-independent Eikonal equation with a damage dependent
metric function. The numerical implementation was performed by coupling Fast-Marching (Sethian, 1996)
algorithms, for computing interaction distances, and a standard Finite Element (FE) procedure, for solving
the quasi-static equilibrium equations. The Mazars isotropic damage model (Mazars, 1984) with a single
scalar damage variable was considered in this work. The proposed formulation is however completely general,
and can be extended to any non-local damage model without major modifications.

Quasi-static localization examples showed the ability to perform FE computations within a ENL frame-
work. A tensile test was modeled to illustrate the influence of damage on evolving non-local interactions
first. This allowed showing that the global response obtained through the ENL formulation follows that ob-
tained through the INL model (Pijaudier and Bazant, 1987) for small damage levels, while tends to the local
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Figure 15: Wedge splitting test. Comparison among damage fields computed by considering INL and ENL damage evolution
models for three loading stations (the corresponding displacement levels are defined in Fig. 14)

one when damage grows up to unity. Furthermore, when the damaged band is completely developed, the
ENL framework ensures the absence of some pathologic damage diffusion problems, as classically associated
with standard INL formulations. According to the ENL formulation, in fact, material points located across
the damaged band no longer interacts. In this phase, any displacement increment imposed to the system
induces a localized strain increase without any damage evolution, as in local damage model. Despite what
is classically observed with local damage evolution models, the mesh dependency of the global response is
however strongly reduced. The ENL formulation thus provides a good alternative to standard INL methods
for regularizing the localization problem when the material experiences some softening. The simulation of a
wedge splitting test (Brühwiler and Wittman, 1990) further confirmed these observations. Furthermore, this
allowed showing that during the strain localization process, the damaged front is always preceded by a region
finite in size where the damage evolution still remains non-local. In other words, a sort of fracture/damage
process zone is naturally represented.

Further works are needed in order to solve numerically more complex mechanical problems and to
better understand the regularization properties of the ENL formulation (from a theoretical viewpoint).
Some systematic study concerning the robustness of such an implementation would also be interesting. In
particular for what concerns the chosen FM algorithm and the optimal value of the FM grid spacing to
be used for effective distances computation. The extension to an anisotropic damage context could also
represent an important perspective. In this latter case, the main enhancement required will be numerical
and concern the adoption of an anisotropic Fast-Marching algorithm (Peyré et al., 2010) (the Riemannian
metric function becomes tensorial and anisotropic).

A comparison with a stress-based non-local formulation (Giry et al., 2011) could also be useful. Note since
now, however, that a key differences between these methods consists in the fact that in ENL formulations
interactions between two material points are influenced by the whole damage field between them, whereas
in the stress-based formulation interactions are driven by the stress state of the sole “emitting” point xx.
As a consequence of this, two points separated by an highly damaged zone reduce their interaction through
the reduction in the stress level associated with the damaging process. The main theoretical, numerical and
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Figure 16: Wedge splitting test. Damage and non-local equivalent strain fields for the same loading step (nodal projections
(a-b) and mean values over elements (c-d))

algorithmic features of these formulations should be therefore compared deeply.
Finally, provided the capabilities of the ENL model in representing strain localization, its coupling with

strong discontinuity methods (e.g. Embedded FEM, eXtended FEM, . . . ) could be explored. Introducing a
strong discontinuity once damage localizes over a single line of elements might further improve regularization
features of the ENL formulation when non-local interactions vanish. Furthermore, one could obtain explicit
information concerning crack opening displacements and orientations. This could be particularly useful
in more complex cese studies involving curved and/or branching cracks. By this way, a large series of
engineering problems (e.g. fluid leakage rates estimation in containment structures (Pijaudier-Cabot et al.,
2009, Rastiello et al., 2014, 2015, 2016), coupled cracking-diffusion phenomena in quasi-brittle materials
(Secchi and Schrefler, 2012, Heider and Markert, 2017)) could be modeled directly.
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